BA II PLUS CALCULATOR

Videos:
Topics Covered: Key overview, entering expressions, changing decimal place display

BA II Plus - Time Value of Money https://youtu.be/qXyC9StSDVI
Topics Covered: Changing decimal place display, clearing TVM entries, solving for PMT, PV, FV, N, and I/Y

BA II Plus - Cash Flow Functions https://youtu.be/cNxZz1Xd_ak
Topics Covered: Computing NPV and IRR

BA II Plus - Clearing TVM Keys https://youtu.be/ifhknfH0FXk
Topics Covered: Clearing TVM worksheet

TI 83/84 CALCULATOR

Online Guides:
Topics Covered: List of financial calculator functions and their purposes

TI-84 TVM Solver
Topics Covered: Guide to use the TVM solver

Videos:
TI 84 TVM Solver - Annuities https://youtu.be/OKCZRZ-hWH8
Topics Covered: Annuity Definition, Using TVM Solver

TI-84 NPV https://youtu.be/3btpeVXa8IY
Topics Covered: Calculating NPV

TI-84 IRR https://youtu.be/wQdn4d1B-cU
Topics Covered: Calculating IRR, IRR Shortcut